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SCHEMATIZATION OF INFINITE SETS OF REWRITE RULES
GENERATED BY DIVERGENT COMPLETION PROCESSES
H&l&e KIRCHNER
LORIA & GRIN,  BP239, 54506 Vandreuvre-16s.Nancy,  France
Abstract. Infinite sets of rewrite rules may be generated for example by completion of term-
rewriting systems or by a narrowing process for solving equations in equational theories. This is
a severe limitation to the practical use of these processes. We propose in this paper a notion of
schematization for an infinite set of rewrite rules. We show how to use a schematization for
deciding the validity or satisfiability of an equation in the equational theory defined by the infinite
set of rules, provided the schematization is sound and complete. A process to build a complete
schematization from a sound one is proposed.
1. Introduction
Term-rewriting systems are an important tool for deciding the word problem in
equational theories. However, there exist theories with a decidable word problem
but no finite term-rewriting system allowing to decide it [35,45]. For such theories,
the way out is to provide an infinite set of rewrite rules and to schematize it by a
finite set of schemas. Beyond this intrinsic existence of infinite term-rewriting
systems, a common way of generating them is by a completion process.
The goal of a completion process is to construct a terminating and confluent
term-rewriting system R from a given set of equalities. The Knuth-Bendix comple-
tion procedure [43] is based on using equalities as rewrite rules and computing
critical pairs when left-hand sides of rules overlap. If a critical pair has distinct
irreducible forms, a new rule must be added and the procedure recursively applies
until it may stop. This procedure requires the termination property of the rewriting
relation, which can be proved by various tools [9, IO]. The method was extended
to handle the case of an equational term-rewriting system, i.e. a set of axioms split
into a first subset R, whose axioms are used as rewrite rules, and a second subset
E, whose axioms are used as equalities. This allows handling axioms, such as
commutativity, that cannot be used as rules without losing the termination property
[32]. Finally, a new technique, orderings for equational proofs, introduced in [3,2]
allowed simpler and more intuitive correctness proofs of improved completion
procedures. Completion procedures have been applied to a wide class of problems
including the word problem in universal algebra [43], theorem proving in first-order
logic [Sl, 261, proofs of inductive properties in abstract data types [ 19,28,40, 34,471
and computing with rewrite programs [12,25].
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A related process is narrowing [ 15, 30,311, which is a complete method for solving
equations in equational theories defined by a terminating and confluent (equational)
term-rewriting system. The narrowing procedure is a linear restriction of the comple-
tion procedure, since only rules are overlapped into the equations to solve and not
conversely.
The practical interest of these completion processes is limited by the possibility
of generating infinite sets of rewrite rules. Moreover, the uniqueness of the result
of the completion procedure [27,32], given a fixed ordering for orienting equali-
ties, implies that it cannot be expected to find another completion strategy for
which the completion terminates. However, changing the ordering can have an
influence on the behaviour of the Knuth-Bendix procedure and, in some cases, it
can even be possible to avoid its divergence, for example by means described in
[23,44].
There are two kinds of divergence:
l The first one (in depth) is due, for instance, to the existence of a rule I--+ Y that
can be superposed successively on a rule I, + r,, then on the rule l2 --+ r2 deduced
from this superposition and so on. Such cases have been studied in [24,22] where
sufficient critieria are given for detecting a priori this kind of divergence.
l The second kind of divergence (in breadth) occurs only in equational completion
procedures and is due to the existence of infinite complete sets of unifiers modulo
a set of equalities.
A first practical approach to deal with the divergence problem has been proposed
in [S]. Rules generated by the completion process are dynamically split into different
sequences according to some regularity criteria, such as a recurrence relation or a
same origin. Then the user is asked for lemmas in order to make these pairs confluent.
The problem of finding the recurrence relation between terms in a sequence has
been studied for instance in [33,38].
The goal to be achieved here is neither to discover recurrence relations in a set
of rules generated by completion, nor to predict a priori the divergence of completion,
but rather to propose a formalism to deal with the problem of divergence, namely
the notion of schematization for an infinite set of rules. Answers are given to the
following questions:
(1) Given an infinite set of rules, the first problem is to find a finite set of schemas,
here called metarules, where some variables, called metavariables, may have infinite
sets of possible values. A formal notion of schematization is proposed, but discover-
ing the schemas is yet a matter of heuristics in most cases.
(2) The second problem is how to use a schematization to rewrite terms. A
rewriting relation in a given schematization is defined. In a first approach, when all
metavariables can be instantiated to any term, this rewriting relation coincides with
equational rewriting. Then more complex examples lead to consider a more sophisti-
cated interpretation, precisely equational order-sorted rewriting.
(3) A crucial point is to be able to use the schematization for deciding the validity
or satisfiability of an equality in the equational theory defined on terms by the
infinite set of rules. This is possible whenever the schematization is sound and
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complete. Conditions to be satisfied in order to get a sound and complete schematiz-
ation of the infinite set of rules are given.
(4) A schematization can be used to solve equations, with a narrowing process
which is defined and studied. It allows dealing in a finite way with infinite narrowing
trees and infinite complete sets of solutions.
The next section gives simple examples of divergence problems to illustrate the
definition of a schematization. Then Section 3 defines the associated rewriting
relation, together with the properties of soudness and completeness of a schematiz-
ation. Section 4 specializes to the case where this rewriting relation coincides with
equational rewriting and proposes a process to prove the completeness property.
In Section 5, an order-sorted interpretation of rewriting in a schematization is
proposed. A completion process defined in Section 6 allows ensuring the property
that the schematization can be effectively used to decide the word problem in the
original theory. Then in Section 7, the schematization process is used to solve
equations in equational theories.
2. Schematization
2.1. Examples
First two simple but significant examples illustrate which kind of infinite rewrite
rule system we want to handle. These examples have been encountered in practical
cases of completion.
Example 2.1. Let us consider the following set of rewrite rules that axiomatizes the
signed binary trees theory [38]:
--x--+x.
-f(x, Y) -+f(-Y, -x)3
.f(f(Y, x), -x) - Y>
f(-x,f(x, Y)) - 4’.
From these rules, the completion procedure generates two infinite families of rules:
U”(-&I-(X, Y)) - Y,
fcf-X2, -x,),f(f(x,, 4, Y))-+Y,
f(f(-x,, x,),f(f(-x1, x,), Y)) -+ Y>
f(f(xz,-x,),f(f(x,  2 -x2), Y)) + Y,
f(f(xz, x,),f(f(-Xl, -x2), Y)) - I’>
f(f(f(-x3, -x2), -X,),f(f(X,,f(X2,X)),  y))-Y. ..I,
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Example 2.2. A natural example of a diverging rewrite system is a sociativily and
endomorphism, studied in another context in [6].
(x * y) * z + x * (y * z),
f(x) *f(y) +f(x * Y)
If we try to complete this system, choosing the operator precedence *>f with th
left-to-right status of * in the recursive path ordering [9, lo], we get a divergent
process. The completion procedure generates the infinite family of rules
f”(x * Y) * 2 -+f”(x) * (f”(Y) * z)
where f” denotes n applications of the operator f:
A common characteristic of these examples is the existence of a generaliza-
tion (G ---f  D) of each sequence of rules ( ik + rk) modulo an equivalence relation
denoted -. This means that, for any lk, there exists a substitution uI, such that
ak( G) - lk. The same holds for right-hand sides.
Let us give explicitly G, 0, - and the substitutions for the two examples, together
with what will be called metarules.
Example 2.3 (Example 2.1 continued). In this example, the equivalence - is gener-
ated by the set of rules
l - - - x - + x ,
-.0x> Y) +f(-Y, -x).
The sequence of rules (k --f Ye) of the first family can be generalized modulo - by
(f(-X,f(X, Y)) * Y) where X can be instantiated by any value in the set of terms
{X1,.0%, x,),./“-x, 9 X*),.f’(X,, -X*),.0--XI, -x,),s(xl,f(-%, x3)). . .I
and where Y can be instantiated by the value y. The metarules associated respectively
with each family of rules are
VX, Y, f(-X,.0X, Y))-  Y,
VX’,  Y’, J’(f( Y’, X’), -X’) + Y’.
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Example 2.4 (Example 2.2 continued). Let us consider the equivalence - g nerated
by the rewrite system
T:.f(x) *f(v)-f(x * Y).
The sequence of generated rules (I, -+ rk) can be generalized modulo - by
((X* Y)*Z+X*(Y*Z)),
using substitutions that associate with the pair (X, Y)  ny value in the set of pairs
of terms
1(x,, 4, (f(xl)>f(xr)L w-(xl)),f(f(xJ)L~~~ > (f”(x,),f”(xA). . .I
and with Z the value z. The metarule here is the associativity rule:
vx, Y,Z, (X* Y)*Z-+X*(Y*Z).
More examples of divergent systems can be found in [23], together with sugges-
tions to avoid their divergence. In all these examples, the divergence phenomenon
is due to the existence of a crossed rewrite system, composed of a rule and of an
overlap closure, as defined in [21,22].
2.2. Variable schematization
Let us first introduce some notations consistent with those in [29] f r instance.
Classically, V, W, . . . denote variable sets, T(F, V) denotes the free F-algebra
generated by the set of variables V. Elements of T(F, V) are called terms and
denoted by t, t’. . . . The set of variables of the term t is denoted V(t). Substitutions
on terms are denoted by greek letters (Y, (T, . . . . The composition of substitutions u
and u is denoted o 0 CY. We will also use0 to denote the composition of relations.
In order to schematize infinite sets of rewrite rules in a finite way, generic variables,
called metavariables, are introduced. A set of possible instantiations is associated
with the metavariables.
Definition 2.5. A variable schematization (%, Tf) is given by a set 2 of symbols
called metavariables, together with a set v’ of mappings I,!I defined from g to T( F, W)
with W n V = 0, and called principal instantiations of 2.
Note that in this definition, a principal instantiation of a metavariable may be
reduced to one variable. This allows us to consider, for instance in Example 2.1, a
metavariable Y whose principal instantiation is simply a variable y and to avoid
introducing two kinds of variables in a schematization.
In the following, we denote variables in V by lower case letters x, y, z, . . , and
metavariables by upper case letters X, Y, Z, . . .
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Definition 2.6. Given a variable schematization (2, 9), let us denote by T(F, 2’)
the free F-algebra generated by %‘. A metaterm is an element of T(F, 8).
Metaterms are denoted by upper case letters T, G, 0,. . . If T is a metaterm,
V(T) denotes the set of its metavariables.
Definition 2.7. A metarule is a quantified directed equation on T(F,  ,%‘), &noted
(tl%, G * D), such that V(D) s Yf( G) s %‘.
2.3. Rule schematization
To get back the infinite set of rules from a metarule, the metavariables have to
be instantiated with principal instantiations. This notion of principal instantiation
expresses the fact that the metarule is a generalization of all the rules in the infinite
family of rules. However, the application of the equivalence relation pointed out
in examples is not yet handled. This is the purpose of the following definition.
Definition 2.8. A rule schematization ((VZ, G 3 D), P, -) is given by a metarule
quantified by a set of metavariables %‘, a et of principal instantiations !P of 2 and
a congruence- generated by a confluent and terminating term-rewriting system r
A rule schematization then represents the infinite family of rules
This family is obtained by applying all the possible principal instantiations $ E ?P
of 2, then by computing the r-normal forms (denoted by J,.) of the terms so
obtained. Each term reducible by a rule of this infinite family is expected to be
reducible by the metarule using an adequate reduction relation. Let us look more
closely at this requirement. Rewriting a term with a rule (g -+ d) is defined by
t+[Ir,~r,g-~rll t’ iff
l CT is a match from g to the subterm tl, of t at occurrence u: a(g) = tl,.
l t’= t[u +- a(d)] (t’ is obtained by replacing the subterm of t at occurrence u by
a(d)).
But now, if g -+ d belongs to the infinite family represented by the metarule
(V%‘, G + D), then g = 4(G)J,. and d = $(D)J,-, so
v(g) = m(ti(G)J,.) - 4$(G)) and c(d) = ~($(o)l,.) - 44(D)).
In this process, we are using a substitution u 0 + decomposed into a principal
instantiation and another substitution. This notion is now defined formally, via the
notion of realization.
2.4. Realizations and domains
Definition 2.9. Given a rule schematization ((V%, G + D), P, -), a realization 4
of the metarule (V%‘, G --f D) is a mapping from %’ to T( F, V) such that there exist
a principal instantiation Cc, E ly from %’ to T(F, W) and a substitution y from
T(F, W) to T(F, V) satisfying VX E 2, 4(X) - y($(X)).
From a realization 4 of (V%, G -+ D), a value for a metavariable X E 2 is deduced.
The set of such values is the domain of X.
Definition 2.10. Given a rule schematization ((VZE, G - D), W, -), the domain qf
a metavariable X E 8? is the set 9(X) of terms obtained by instantiating X with
any realization 4 of (VT, G --f II):
9(X) ={t = ~(X)~V$J realization of (t/E, G + D)}.
Domains of metavariables may be distinct from the whole set of terms, as in the
following examples whose purpose is to better understand the problems and to
support intuition for further definitions.
Example 2.11. An interesting example of one rule that generates an infinite family
is due to [I, 111. The completion of the rule f(g(f(x))) + g(f(x)) generates the
infinite family R”:
U”(g’(S(x~)))  - g’(S(x,)) I i > 01.
The congruence - is here the syntactic equality, the left-hand sides are generalized
by the termf(g(X)) and the right-hand sides by g(X). The set of substituted values
for X is
u-(x,), df(x,)), ddf(x,))), . . .I.
So the family of rules {f(g’(f(x,))) - g’(f’(x,))} is represented by the metarule
f(g(X)) - g(X). The domain of X is here the set of terms with top symbol f or
g, which are instances of the following set of terms:
{.0x,), g(f(x,)), g(g(f(x,))), . ‘. 2 g’(f(x,)), . .I.
This example gives the intuition of how to rewrite with a metarule. Note that
here the usual notion of unsorted rewriting does not work. If “a” is a constant, the
terms f(g( a)) and g(a) satisfy f( g( a)) + g(a) if the metarule is used as an ordinary
rewrite rule. However, f(g(a)) and g(a) are not equivalent in the theory and thus
are never R”-equivalent. Actually, the constraint on the metavariable X has been
forgotten when matching ,f(g(X)) to f(g(a)).  Indeed the value “a” is not allowed
for X since it does not belong to the domain of X.
The same phenomenon appears when the metarule (f(X) + X) is chosen. Then
the domain of X is the set of terms that are instances of the following set of terms:
ig(f’(x,)), g(g(f(x,))), . . . , g’(f(x,)), . .I.
Divergence in breadth in equational completion modulo a set of equalities E
provides an interesting kind of domains for metavariables.
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Example 2.12. Divergence in breadth can be caused by infinite sets of unifiers, in
the case of equational completion. Consider the following equational term rewriting
system (R, E):
E : - - x = x , R :f(-x,f(x, Y)) - .Y,
-f(-% Y) =f(-Y, -x), f(f( Y, x), -x) - Y,
-g(x) = g(-x); f(x,f(x, x)) + g(x).
Superposition modulo E f the rules f(x,f(x, x)) --) g(x) and f(-x,f(x, y)) + y
generates the infinite family of rules
{g(f(x, 2 -x1)) -+f(x, 2 -x1),
gk(f(x, 9 -x,)1) - gu”(x,, -x,1),
ddg(f(x, 3 -x1)))) -+ gk(f(x, 1 --Xl))), . .I
due to the fact that the equation (f(x,f(x, x)) =f(-x’,f(x’, y’))) is equivalent to
the equation (x = -x) which has an infinite complete set of unifiers [36, 141:
C(x +-f(x, > -x,)1, (x + g(f(x, > -x1))), lx +- ddf(x, 7 -x1)))), . . .I.
The sequence of rules (& + gk) can be generalized by (g(Z) + ) since for any
k, there exists a substitution uI, such that ok(g(Z)) = /, and ok(Z) = d,, with
ok(Z) = g”(f(x, > -x,)). The metarule is (VZ, g(Z) + Z). The domain of Z is the
set of all the solutions modulo E of the equation (x = -x).
Divergence in breadth can be handled in the same framework as divergence in
depth, except that equalities in E must also be taken into account. In order to avoid
cumbersome notations, we will not handle them explicitly in the following.
2.5. Putting together rule schematizations
In general, we have to consider the case of an infinite set of rewrite rules, hereafter
denoted by R”, with possibly several families of rules for which a rule schematization
has been found.
Assume a finite family, indexed by iE Z, of rule schematizations ((V%;, G, -+
Q), q,, -) given with the same schematization congruence - g nerated by a set of
equalities IY  Let MV = IJIB,  2, be the set of metavariables and assume that & n 2, = 0
if i #j. The indexed family !P = { qvi, i E Z} is the set of principal instantiations of
MV. Let MR = Uii, (V2fi, Gj + Q) be the set of metarules built on T(F, MV). The
notion of schematization extends the notion of rule schematization.
Definition 2.13. A schematization Y = (MR, Tf, -) is defined by a finite set of meta-
rules MR with a set of metavariables MV, a set of principal instantiations P of
MV, and a schematization congruence -.
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A domain is associated with each metavariable in MV.  Some of them may coincide.
The schematization takes into account the finite family of such domains.
Definition 2.14. The family 6% = {9(X), X E MV} is called the schematization
domain.
Note that we consider a same schematization congruence - for the rule schematiz-
ations put together in 9. If it is not the case, a finite family of schematizations
Y,, = (MR,, W,, -n) has to be considered, where each schematization congruence
-n is associated with a set of metarules MR,. The definition of rewriting with a
schematization, presented in the next section, has to be generalized accordingly.
3. Rewriting and deciding equality with a schematization
We are now interested in defining an adequate notion of rewriting in a given
schematization, and in finding properties that must be satisfied by this rewriting
relation.
3.1. Rewriting with a schematization
Rewriting with a schematization takes into account the schematization congruence
and uses realizations of metarules.
Definition 3.1. The rewriting relation associated with the schematization Y=
(MR, ?P, -) is defined on T(F, V) by t Ju,~P,~V-Y,G_-D~ t’ iff
l (VE,G+ D)EMR,
l 4 is a realization of (t/Z?, G * D) satisfying 4(G) - tl,,
l t’= t[u +- d(D)] (t’ is obtained by replacing the subterm of t at occurrence u by
4(D)).
Let e* be the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure of (=$u--). When the
set of metarules MR has to be specified, the notation e$,R is used. The schematiz-
ation congruence and the principal instantiations of metavariables are always implicit
when they are clear from the context.
3.2. Soundness and completeness of a schematization
In practice, we want to use a set of metarules MR to decide the equality generated
by R”, that is the reflexive symmetric and transitive closure of the rewriting relation
-Rx) denoted ++$=.For this purpose, we introduce two properties of a schematiz-
ation, namely soundness and completeness with respect to R”. Soundness means
that all deductions performed with metarules are equational consequences of R”.
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Definition 3.2. A schematization Y’= (MR, V, -) is a sound schematization of an
infinite rewrite rule system R” iff for any terms t and t’, t e LMK t’ implies t -g 1 t’.
The soundness of a schematization is ensured if all the realizations of a metarule
are equational consequences of the infinite set of rewrite rules R”.
Proposition 3.3. Let 9 = (MR, W, -) be a schematization of R” such that
(1) - is included in the congruence ++zx, and
(2) for any metarule (V%, G * D) E MR, for anl) principal instantiation $ of%,
ti(G)“*Rx CL(D).
Then Y is a sound schematization qf R”.
Proof. Let us prove that, for any terms t andt’, t e CR  t’ implies t -zl t’, by
induction on the number n of steps in ti LK. If n = 0, it is clear. Else, let t ~3t” CJ  ‘I t’.
By induction hypothesis, t”-)YRx t’. If t - t”, t ++:I t” using assumption (1). Else,
assume for instance that  =3 ”. Then tl,, - d(G), c$( G) - r($(G)) and 4(D) -
y($( D)); then, using assumption (2), we get y( I/I( G)) ++gr ($( D)) and eventually
t”j,, = 4(D)- r($(D)). Thus t -++:I 1”. q
It is important to require a finite set of metarules in the schematization, since
otherwise the infinite set R” could be considered as a sound schematization of itself
with the syntactic equality as schematization congruence.
The requirement of soudness discards some schematizations, as illustrated by the
following example.
Example 3.4.The completion of the rules f(x+ e) +,f(x) and (x+y)+z --+ x+
( y + z) generates an infinite set of rules
{f(x+e)-+.f(x),f(x+(y+e))-+f(x+y),
f(x+(y+(z+e)))+f(x+(y+z)), . .l.
In the sequence of rules, the subterms at occurrence 1 from respectively left and
right-hand sides give the sequences
{x+e,x+(yi-ej,x+(y+(z+e))...},
{x, x+y, x+(y+z). . .}
that can be schematized, modulo associativity of +, by the metaterms X +e and X
with the set of principal instantiations from X to S = {x, x + y, x + ( y + z).  .}. The
introduction of (VX, (X + e) + X) is forbidden by Definition 3.2, since, for instance,
x + e and x are not equivalent for ~gk.In this example, we will rather consider
the metarule (VX, f(X+e) -+ f(X)).
Two sufficient conditions to ensure condition (2) in Proposition 3.3 can be given
for a metarule (VZ, G + D) in the case of only one metavariable X (for the sake
of simplicity):
l if the substitution cp that renames the metavariable X into a variable x E W is a
principal instantiation, (2) is equivalent to cp( G) ++$ cp( D).
l A more general condition follows from the stability of the congruence e*,x by
operators in F. A context, denoted C[x], is a term with a distinguished variable
x that can be substituted by any term, including the context itself, thus recursively
producing C’[x]. Then, if for any principal instantiation I&, there exist an integer
j and a context C[x] such that $(X) = C’[(p(X)], where cp is a principal instanti-
ation, (2) is equivalent to p(G) ++gl q(D).
Notice that, anyway, condition (2) only involves principal instantiations but not
any realization. The reader is invited to check that in the given examples, the
conditions of Definition 3.2 are fulfilled.
Soundness is not enough if the set of metarules is designed to decide the equality
in the quotient algebra T( F, V)/ R”. The schematization is actually hoped to satisfy
the following completeness property, which expresses the fact that rewriting with
a schematization provides a complete method for proving equational theorems in
T(F, W.
Definition 3.5. A schematization Y = (MR, Yf, -) is a complete schematization of an
infinite rewrite rule systemR u, iff for any terms t, t’E T(F, V), t ezx t’ implies
t*”0-o +* t’.
First, in order to get completeness, the set of metarules has to be convergent.
Definition 3.6. The relation 3 is noetherian modulo - iff the relation (- 0 =+ 0 -),
obtained by composition of - and +, has no infinite chain. A set of metarules M R
satisfies the Church- Rosser property modulo - iff
Vt, t’E T(F, V) such that  e* t’, 3t,, t’,, such that t =+* t,-- t: +* t’.
A set of metarules MR is convergent modulo- iff the relation 3 is noetherian
modulo - and MR satisfies the Church-Rosser property modulo -.
The completeness proof can then be decomposed into two parts.
Proposition 3.7. A schematization Y = (MR, W, -) .1s a complete schematization of
an injinite  rewrite rule system R” if .for any terms t and t’ of T( F, V),
(1) t-:xt’ implies t e *MR t’,
(2) the set of metarules MR is convergent modulo -.
Unfortunately, the set of metarules given in a schematization does not always
satisfy the Church-Rosser property and a completion procedure is needed. In order
to design it, we need another assumption on the schematization.
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3.3. g-based and unconstrained schematizations
In the definition of =+, we impose that the substitution 4 be a realization.
Considering now practical implementations, even if a matching algorithm modulo
- exists, the returned match may not be a realization. The first reason can be that
the value associated with a metavariable X does not belong to the domain of X.
So we need the notion of 6%instantiation.
Definition 3.8. A LB-instantiation .$ of a set of metavariables LYL MV is a mapping 5
from %’ to T(F, V) such that, for all X E %?, c(X) E 9(X). A LB-instantiation of a
metaterm T E T(F, MV) is a a-instantiation 5 defined on all the metavariables of
V(T).
Principal instantiations capture the dependencies between metavariables: for
instance, two distinct metavariables may be instantiated only by pairs of terms where
the same number off symbols occur, as in Example 2.2. It may happen that some
g-instantiation of metavariables does not provide a realization and we want to
avoid these cases.
Definition 3.9. A rule schematization ((VZ, G--j II), W, -) is G&based iff any
g-instantiation of Z is a realization of (V8?, G -+ D). A schematization Y=
(MR, !P, -) is g-based iff any rule schematization in Y  is g-based.
In a g-based rule schematization ((Vg, G + D), q, -), for any 3instantiation
,$ of 2, there exist a principal instantiation Cc, E Y  from 8 to T(F, W) and a
substitution y from T(F, W) to T(F, V) satisfying VX E a?, t(X) - y($(X)).
Example 3.10. Let us consider the infinite family of rewrite rules built on operators
f, * and constants a, b:
{f(a”,a”+‘)-+ b(tln>I}
where a” stands for (a * (a *. . . (a *a)). . .) where a appears n times. This family
can be schematized with a pair of two metavariables (X, Y) whose domains are
respectively the set {a” (VnB 1) and {a” IVn 22). But obviously, they cannot be
independently instantiated into two different powers of a. So this schematization is
not g-based. However, it is possible in that case to introduce only one metavariable
X with the domain {a” 1 Vn 2 1) and to schematize the family with the metarule VX,
f(X (X * a)) - b.
The case where the domain of metavariables is the whole set of terms is especially
important.
Definition 3.11. Let (Tj denote the carrier of the free algebra T( F, V).Whenever
9(X) = 1 T(, the metavariable X is said to be unconstrained. A B-based schematiz-
ation where all metavariables are unconstrained is called an unconstrained schematiz-
a tion.
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The reader is invited to check that, in Example 2.1, the schematization is uncon-
strained.
Example 3.12 (Example 2.2 continued). Although there seems to be some correlation
between the metavariables in this example, the proposed schematization is S-based.
Consider the LB-instantiation 5 defined as
(X +.f”(t,))( y -_f”(Q)(Z - t3)
with, for instance, m > n. 5 can be decomposed using the principal instantiation $
defined as
(X +f”(x,))( y +f”(x,))(Z + 2)
and the substitution y
(x, cf”_”(t,))(x, - r,)(z - t3).
Moreover, the schematization is unconstrained since any term t E ITI can be
expressed at least as an instance of x, or x2.
The next section proposes, in the case of an unconstrained schematization, a
completion procedure to prove the completeness of a sound schematization or to
complete a sound schematization.
4. Completeness of an unconstrained schematization
In the case of an unconstrained schematization, realizations are usual substitutions
from the set of metavariables to the set of terms. The relation 3 th n coincides
with equational rewriting using the equational term-rewriting system (MR, I‘) where
rules in r are used as equalities. Then an equational completion procedure allows
proving the Church-Rosser property.
Theorem 4.1.Let A be the set of equalities from which the completion procedure diverges
and produces R”. Let Y = (MR, W, -) be a sound and unconstrained schematization
of R”. Assume that there exists a finite complete uni~cation  algorithm for the set r of
equalities generating -, and that the proper subterm ordering modulo I’is welkfounded.
Let > be a --reduction ordering’. If the equational completion procedure is fair and
does not fail for inputs (Au MR)’ and >, then the returned set of metarules MR’ is
convergent and the schematization Y’= (MR’, !P, -) is a sound and complete
schematization of R”.
’ > is a --reduction ordering if > s well-founded, compatible with operators in F and moreover
f - f’ implies t z I’ and 1’~ f.
’ Rules in MR are then given as equalities to the equational completion procedure.
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Proof. First note that e&R coincides with ++LRvr. for any set of metarules M R .
From the proof of the equational completion procedure [2], the returned set of
metarules MR’ is convergent modulo r and ++:,MRV,. coincides with ~j$,~.,,..
But since the schematization Y is sound, ++LRv,. is included in *gx. From the
proof of the completion process [27,32], it is known that ++x coincides with eg r.
So eLR,= ++$,MRsV,. is included in -*Rx.
Conversely, ++g~ = ++s is included in ++2,MRv,.= ++$,R.U,.=@&R, and the
schematization Y’ is complete. 17
Example4.2 (Example 2.1 continued). The equational completion procedure module
1‘ allows proving the Church-Rosser property of this system, although equivalence
classes modulo 1’ are not finite [38].
The case of an unconstrained schematization is frequent, but we would like to
be able to deal with more complex domains for metavariables. Our concern now is
to extend the result of Theorem 4.1 to any g-based schematization. For that, we
develop in the following section an interpretation of the rewriting relation =+ in an
order-sorted framework.
5. An order-sorted interpretation of Q-based schematizations
The idea for giving an interpretation to rewriting in a g-based schematization is
to consider a metavariable as a typed variable whose type is its domain. If the
possible values of a metavariable, as in Example 2.11, are restricted to a subset of
terms, its type is less than a greatest type which is the set of all terms. Since domains
of metavariables are subsets of the set of terms, domains (and so types) may be
included in one another; the notion of order-sorted algebra [ 18,531 fits well to this
situation. To formalize that, we first propose an order-sorted signature that reflects
the partitioning of the set of terms into different subsets that are the domains of
metavariables. Metarules are expressed as rewrite rules in the order-sorted algebra
corresponding to this signature. Then we give an injective homomorphism 4 from
the set of terms into the set of order-sorted terms and an order-sorted rewriting
relation - satisfying, for any terms t and t’,
t * t’ iff 9( 1) - 9(t’).
This will need the following steps:
(1) First we formally define the considered order-sorted signature and we identify
a metavariable with a sorted variable.
(2) Then we embed the set of untyped terms into the set of order-sorted terms.
(3) We identify metaterms with order-sorted terms, and define the computation
of the lowest sort of an order-sorted term. So 9-instantiations are identified with
order-sorted substitutions.
(4) The schematization congruence has to be lifted at the level of order-sorted
terms as the order-sorted congruence generated by an appropriate set of order-sorted
equalities.
(5) Then we are able to express the relation between order-sorted rewriting and
rewriting with a g-based schematization.
(6) Finally we summarize the assumptions needed for this approach.
5.1. The type structure
An order-sorted signature [18, 20, 531 is a 4-tuple composed of a set of sorts, an
ordering on sorts, a set of operators and a set of rank declarations for operators.
For our purpose, the set of sorts is the schematization domain 9 = {9,, kE K}
where each sl, is the domain of at least one metavariable X E MV. 9 is ordered by
set inclusion c and there exists a greatest sort, namely the carrier 1 TI of the algebra
T(F, V). With each operator f~ F with arity n is associated the rank declaration
j’: IT\“’ + 1 TI. Let Decl be the set of these rank declarations. Note that, in this way,
any order-sorted term is always well-formed. So let us define 2” = (9, G, F, Decl).
Definition 5.1. A metavariable X with the domain 9k s identified with a sorted
variable (X : Bk). X will be said of sort Sk. The set of metavariables MV is identified
with a set of s-sorted variables also denoted by MV The free IO-algebra generated
by MV is denoted T-(2”, MV).
By definition of I”, we clearly get the following proposition.
Proposition 5.2. The term algebra T( F, V) is a Z”-algebra.
Proof. Sorts in 9 are interpreted as subsets of terms and operators in I” s operators
ofF. 0
5.2. Embedding the terms in the set of order-sorted terms
Elements of T(F, V) can be identified with elements of .Y(Z;“, MV) that contain
only order-sorted variables of sort (T(, as follows.
Proposition 5.3. Let 4 be the one-to-one mapping_from  V to the set 7’ of order-sorted
variables of sort ( Tj defined by tlx E V, 9(x) = X : / TI. Then 9 can be extended into
an F-isomorphism, also denoted 9, from T( F, V) to the subset $3 of S(Z”, MV), whose
elements are order-sorted terms built on 2” and Yf.
Proof. By definition, 4 is a one-to-one mapping from V to the subset Y of the
carrier of S(IO, MV). Since 9(x0, MV) is an F-algebra, there exists a unique
F-homomorphism, also denoted by 4 for simplicity, from the free F-algebra T( F, V)
to S(Z”, MV), extending 4 and defined by
VfeF, ,a(f(t,,... , tn)) =f(-a(t,), . . . , act,)).
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Let 9 = 9( T( F, V)). Obviously, 9 is an F-algebra. The inverse F-homomorphism
K is then defined on 9 by
VX:lT], 4-‘(X:IT()=x
and
k+j-~F, ,a-‘(f(T ,,...,T,,)) =f(K’(T,), . . . , a-‘(T,)). 0
To avoid confusion, 9 will be made explicit in the following. However, it must
be emphasized that, operationally, applying .9 to a term is just considering that all
its variables are order-sorted variables of sort IT(. C nversely, applying 4-l is just
forgetting sort information in an order-sorted term of 92
5.3. Lowest sort computation
We now have to specify how to compute the sort of an order-sorted term and
under which conditions a lowest sort exists for any order-sorted term. The computa-
tion of the lowest sort proposed here is different from [l&53] and rather similar
to [7].
Actually, the domain of a metavariable gives the sort of the identified sorted
variable. Since the domain is exactly the set of possible values of the metavariable
when it is instantiated,
(X : iSk) iff for any g-instantiation 5 of X, t(X) E k?Ik.
By construction of the schematization domain, there is a Bk satisfying this condition.
Each 91k is assumed to be a recursive set, so that it is decidable whether a term
belongs to that set. This is extended to metaterms as follows.
Definition 5.4. A metaterm T is identified with an order-sorted term T of sort 2Jk,
denoted (T: Sk), iff, for any g-instantiation .$ of T, t(T) E go,.
There may exist several 91k satisfying this condition. The smallest one for set
inclusion E will be the lowest sort of T.
Proposition 5.5. If the schematization domain 9 s closed under intersection, any
order-sorted term T has a lowest sort, denoted by LS( T) and defined by LS( T) =
nT:‘/, %.
These definitions allow identifying any k&i stantiation 5 of a metaterm T with
an order-sorted mapping, also denoted by c, appl ing the order-sorted term T to
the order-sorted term Ca(e( T)) E 9. Such order-sorted substitutions are also called
%instantiations in the following, to emphasize that their values are in 9.
Indeed, a s-instantiation 5 of the metaterm T satisfies, for any X E V(T),
t(X) E gk whenever 9(X) = gk. Considered now as an order-sorted substitution,
5 must associate the order-sorted term (9(4(X)): Sk) with the sorted variable
(X: LBk). This identification is compatible with the definition of the sort of an
order-sorted term.
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Proposition 5.6. If the domains Bdk  are closed under substitution, then, for any term
tET(F, V), tE9dkifl(.9(t):9k).
Proof. Of course, 9(t) E 59 and is identified with a metaterm T. For any 9-instanti-
ation 5 of T, 5 is identified with an order-substitution 5” such that .$“(-a( t)) = $a([( T)).
But K’  0 5” 0 4 is a substitution on T( F, V) and since the domains gk are assumed
to be closed under substitutions, t E gk implies l(T) = 9-‘((“(9( t))) E 9&. Con-
versely, if for any g-instantiation .$, t(T) = 9-‘(,$“(-a( t))) E CBk, taking 5 defined by
t(X) = 4-‘(X : 1 TI) and 5” defined as the identity substitution yields t E Sk. 0
The problem is that it is not easy to decide the lowest sort of an order-sorted
term, since the domains are in general infinite. Working with recursive domains
ensures that it will be possible to decide whether the result of a given g-instantiation
belongs to a domain or not. But in general the check must be performed on all
5instantiations. However, in each example we consider here, the sort of an order-
sorted term is decidable without checking all the 6%instantiations.
Example 5.7. (1) In Examples 2.1 and 2.2, the sort of any order-sorted term will be
1 TI, since in these cases 9 = {I TI}.
(2) In Example 2.11, the domain TOP of the metavariables is characterized by
a syntactic condition: the top symbol must be f or g. An order-sorted term is of
sort TOP iff its top symbol is f or g. Such typing checks are easy to perform.
(3) In Example 2.12, the domain SOL of metavariables is the set of solutions
modulo E of the equation (x = -x). An order-sorted term T is of sort SOL iff all
its %instantiations are instances of a solution in a complete set of unifiers modulo
E. A recursive process allows deciding the sort of T: T is f sort SOL iff
_ either T is an order-sorted variable of sort SOL,
_ or T = g( T,) and T, is of sort S O L ,
_ or T = -T, and T, is of sort S O L ,
- or T=f(T,, -T,) with T, of sort SOL.
The “if” part is easy to check and the “only-if” part can be proved by structural
induction on T.
5.4. Order-sorted congruence
The problem addressed in this section is to express the equivalence relation - at
the level of order-sorted terms. More generally, the problem is to lift replacement
using unsorted equalities at the level of terms, onto order-sorted replacement using
order-sorted equalities at the level of order-sorted terms. For that, a transformation
of an unsorted equality into an order-sorted one is first defined.
Definition 5.8. Let r be a set of equalities valid on T(F, V). Let us denote by f”
the set of order-sorted equalities built in the following way: with each (unsorted)
equality (g = d) E r, let us associate the order-sorted equality (VZ5, G = D) such that
G = 9(g), D = 4(d), 2X’= ‘P”(G) u W(D). Let r” be the union of these equalities.
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Let us now define e$l as the order-sorted replacement of equals by equals
generated by P. One replacement step will be denoted by $,.“.Since all operators
in 2” are defined everywhere, -,‘*cl is of course a 2”-congruence, which is not always
the case in the order-sorted framework [39].
The following results show the correspondence between applying I-” on order-
sorted terms and - on terms.
Lemma 5.9. For any terms t, t’ E T( F, V), tH,. t’ using an equality (g = d) E r tfand
only if-$(t) e,;,9( t’) using the corresponding order-sorted equality (t/E, G = D) E I‘“.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the equality applies at the
top occurrence. For the “only-if” part, it is enough to prove that if (g = d) E 1; then,
for any substitution U, 9(rr(g)) Z,.‘>4(r(d)). Let (V%‘, G= D) be the equality in
I-” issued from (g = d). Then $(rr(g)) = Q(G) and $(c(d)) = a(D) with (Y  being
the order-sorted substitution defined by a(X) = Jj(rr(x)), for each (X : 1 TI) E Y(G) u
%(D) such that (X:)TI)=4(x) with XE V(g)u V(d).
For the “if” part, assume, with the same notations, that $a( t) = a(G) and .Y( t’) =
a(D). Then for (X : 1 T() in the domain of (Y, a(X) is a subterm of ,a( t) that belongs
to 9. Let v be defined on V(g) by V(X) = K’(cu(X)). Now t = a(g) and t’= v(d).
So t ++,. t’ using (g = d). Cl
Proposition 5.10. For any terms t, t’E T(F, V), t - t’ #.9(t) ti$9(t’).
Proof. The fact that t - t’ implies 9(t) <T-9(t’) is easily deduced from Lemma
5.9 by induction on the number of steps H“ in -.
The converse is proved in the same way, except that it is important to note that
9 is closed by application of any order-sorted equality in I’“. So the chain
9(t)e7.c’ 9(t’) only involves order-sorted terms in Y?. 0
5.5. Order-sorted rewriting
Order-sorted rewriting modulo a congruence is studied in (16,391. Here we
establish a correspondence between order-sorted rewriting using the equational term
rewriting system (MR, I‘“) on .Y(E”u MV) and rewriting in a s-based schematiz-
ation.
Proposition 5.11. For any order-sorted terms T, T’E 9(X0, MV), T e$ T’ implies
t(T) - [(T’) for any 6%instantiation 5 of T and T’.
Proof. It is enough to prove the implication with only one application of an equality,
say (V%‘, G = D) E P, at top occurrence. If T = cr( G), where (T is an order-sorted
substitution, then t(T) = [(c(G)) = t(a(4(g))) and t( T’) = [(r(D)) = [(cr($(d))).
We get (T) - c( T’) using the corresponding equality (g = d) E r and the substitu-
t i o n  .$o ~04. 0
Now let us denote by-MR,,.cx the order-sorted rewriting relation modulo ti$> on
.Y(ZOuMV) and by *LRUI.” the order-sorted replacement of equals by equals
using equalities in MR u r”.
The following result states that the relation -MR,I“? generalizes a, in the following
sense.
Proposition 5.12. For any order-sorted terms T, T’E S(E“, MV), T -MR,,.C’ T’implies
t(T) =J,, [(T’) for any 9-instantiation  ..$ of T and T’.
Proof. By definition of order-sorted rewriting, Tj, e$, v(G) a n d  T’=
T[u + v(D)].  By Proposition 5.11, we have c( TI,) - .$(w( G)) and l( T’) =
5( T)[u + c(a(D))], for any g-instantiation .$ of T\, and a(G). Note that .$a (T is
a g-instantiation of G. so a realization.0
Moreover the two relations =3 and -MR,l’” coincide “modulo 9”.
Proposition 5.13. For any terms t, t’ E T( F, V),
(1) 9(t) -MRJ” 9( t’) implies t *,, t’;
(2) if the domains 9~~ are closed under substitution, t =+,,,,R t’ implies
,a( t) _MR,,.”  ,a( t’).
Proof. (1) results from Proposition 5.12, applied with the s-instantiation 9-l. I
is important to note that 9 (t) - MR,,.c> T’ implies T’E 9 since, if (V%, G + D) is
the rule applied with the substitution g, Y(w( D)) s Y(a( G)) c ‘If. So 4-l is a
B-instantiation of 9(t) and T’.
(2) needs to be detailed. Assume that t d t’ with a metarule (V%‘, G + D). Then
there exist a g-instantiation 5 f G and an occurrence u such that tJ, - c(G). By
Proposition 5.10, 9(t\,,)  ~$9(c(G))  and .9(t’)=4(t)[u +9(5(D))]. Since 5 is a
g-instantiation of G, for any order-sorted variable (X: gk) E ZE’, t(X) E 9k and
(9(5(X)) : 2~~) according to Proposition 5.6.q
5.6. Summary of the assumptions,for schematization
Let us summarize now all the assumptions needed for the interpretation of the
rewriting relation +associated with a g-based schematization by an order-sorted
equational rewriting relation. On the schematization domain, we assume:
l 93 = {Bo,, k E K} is composed of recursive subsets 9k of the set of terms. This
allows deciding whether t E 91~ and is crucial to define the type structure.
l 9 is assumed to be closed under intersection. So each order-sorted term has a
lowest sort that is its type.
l The domains 9~~ are closed under substitutions. This was needed to make an
exact correspondence between 3instantiations of metaterms and order-sorted
substitutions.
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Proposition 5.13 states that rewriting with a B-based schematization satisfying
the previous assumptions can be interpreted as order-sorted rewriting.
6. Completeness of g-based schematizations
Assume a sound g-based schematization of an infinite set of rewrite rules R” to
be given, with a set of metarules MR. The following result states that the quotient
algebra T(F, V)/++ g- is actually a model of S(Z“, MV)/F=L,,,,+.  It can also be
interpreted by saying that the relation =XRV,.” generalizes *EL.
Proposition 6.1. Assume a sound S-based schematization of an infinite set of rewrite
rules R” to be given, with a set of metarules MR. Let T and T’ be two order-sorted
terms. Then T ~$RU,-~~  T’ implies t(T) ++z= [(T’) for any 6%instantiation  5 of T
and T’.
Proof. It comes from Proposition 5.12 and from Definition 3.2.0
Coming back to the problem of deciding R”-equality using metarules, the idea
is now to consider terms as order-sorted terms, and to decide by order-sorted
rewriting if terms are equivalent, which will be possible whenever the set of order-
sorted rules will have a Church-Rosser property. This property can in turn be
achieved through a completion process on order-sorted rules. The definition of a
convergent set of order-sorted rules modulea set of order-sorted equalities is first
recalled.
Definition 6.2. A set of order-sorted rules MR is convergent modulo a set of order-
sorted equalities f” iff the relation -MR,,.c’ is noetherian modulo F’ and satisfies
the Church-Rosser property:
VT, T‘E S(Z”, MV) such that T eLRv,.‘> T’,
3 T,, T; such that T-LR,,.c> T, =$’ T{*MR,I.c> - T’.
Now we get the convergence property for metarules by restricting to terms.
Theorem 6.3. Assume that 9 = (MR, P, -) is a g-based schematization of R” satisfy-
ing all the assumptions of Section 5.6. If the set of order-sorted rules MR i  convergent
modulo the set of order-sorted equalities r” on order-sorted terms, then MR is a
convergent set of metarules modulo - on terms.
Proof. The rewriting relation + is noetherian modulo -, since Vt, t’E T( F, V),
t 3 t’ i m p l i e s  9(t) -MR,I.c’ L?( t’), t - t’ implieS  9(t) $$ $a( f), and -MR,J”’  k
noetherian modulo r”.
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By Proposition 5.13, for any terms t, t’~ T(F, V), t @* t’ iff 9(t) $$MRU,.c’ 9(f’).
By Propositions 5.13 and 5.11, the Church-Rosser property of -MR,I.t’ modulo r”
implies the Church-Rosser property of+ modulo -,since 9 is closed by application
of -MR,,‘c~ and z$c~. q
The order-sorted completion procedure is studied in detail in [ 17, 161. Order-sorted
completion modulo r” of a set of order-sorted rules MR allows finding a set M R ’
of order-sorted rules equivalent to MR and with the Church-Rosser property of
-MRs ,.t’. That gives a completion procedure for schematizations in the following way.
Theorem 6.4. Let A be the set of equalities from which the completion procedure diverges
and produces R”. Let Y = (MR, T, -) be a sound k&based  schematization of R’”
satisfying all the assumptions of Section 5.6. Assume that there exists a finite complete
order-sorted un$cation algorithm for the set P of order-sorted equalities and that the
proper subterm ordering modulo P is well-founded. Let > be a P-reduction ordering.”
If the equational order-sorted completion procedure is fair and does not fail for the
inputs (A” u MR)4 and >, then the returned set of metarules MR’ is convergent
modulo P and the schematization Y’= (MR’, W, -) is a sound and complete
schematization of R”.
Proof. From the proof of the order-sorted equational completion procedure [16],
the returned set of order-sorted rules MR’ is convergent modulo r” and ~~~~I,MRU,.~,
coincides with ti~RZU,.~~.So by Theorem 6.3, MR’ is a convergent set of metarules
modulo - on terms. Let us first show that t ej*,,.t’ implies t ++g= t’ for any terms
t and t’. From Proposition 5.13,9(t) &R.vl.‘> 9( t’), so 9(t) ti~~~iJMRv,.~~ 9( t’). First,
$a([)eT\cx 9(t’) implies t -2 t’, then t ++*,- t’. Second, 9(t) -*- M R 9( t’) implies
t esR t’. Since the schematization Y is sound, @LR is included in ++:I. Finally,
9(t) k+9( t’) implies t - t’, so t @LR t’. But since the schematization Y is sound,
- is included in ++gr.
Converse ly ,  i f  t -$a t’ then t -2 t’, which impl ies 9(t) eT\c, 9(t’). So
,a( t) +,R’,J”9( t’). Thus the schematization of R” by Y’  is complete.0
Example 6.5 (Example 2.11 continued). The system of order-sorted rules reduced
to the only rule (VX  : TOP, f(g(X)) + g(X)) can be proved convergent because
there is no superposition.
Example 6.6 (Example 2.12 continued). The order-sorted completion process is
applied to the order-sorted equational system:
ro: vx:l~l, - - x = x ,
vx, Y:(T/, -f(X Y) =f(- Y -W,
’ > is a I‘“-reduction ordering if > s well-founded, compatible with operators in I0 and moreover
T S$’ T’ implies 2-s T’ and T’S T.
4 A” is defined from A as in Definition 5.8 and rules in MR are given as equalities to the order-sorted
completion procedure.
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t/X : ( TJ, -g(X) = g(-X),
M R :  VX, Y:IT(, f(-X,j(X, Y))-, Y,
VX, Y:ITI, f(S(Y,X),-X)+ Y,
VX : 1 TI, f(X,.f(X, X)) -+ g(X),
vz: SOL, g(Z) + 2.
The last rule can be superposed on the third equality, producing a critical pair
t/z: SOL, -z = g( -Z)
that is convergent since g(-Z) - -Z using the last rule.
The limitation of the completion method is illustrated by the associativity and
idempotency axioms example.
Example 6.7. Consider the axioms of associativity and idempotency of a symbol f:
f(f(X,Y), 2) ==f(X,f(Y, z)), f(x,x)=X.
The completion process that directs these equalities from left to right then produces
an infinity of rules; let us consider two families of rules:
U-(x, ,f(%,.. .,f(X~,f(X,,...,f(Xk,Z)...)
+f(x,,f(x*, . . .,f(Xk, z). ..)ka11,
{f(X,,f(X,,'.  . ,f(xk,f(x,,. . . ,f(%-l,Xk)...)
-f(x,,f(X*,...,f(Xk~I,Xk)...)k~1}.
Let us define - as the equivalence generated by the rewrite system
r:f(f(x,Y),z)~f(x,f(y,z)).
The sequence of rules (lk + rk) of the first family can be generalized module- by
(f (X, f( X, Z)) + f (X, Z)), where X can be substituted by any value in the set of
terms
and Z can be substituted by {z}.
The two families of generated rules are schematized by a set of two metarules
with unconstrained variables X, X’ and Z:
VX,Z, f(xf(x,a)+f(-ca VX', f(X', X')- X'.
Thus an equational completion procedure modul the associativity axiom for f can
be used. The first rule can be reduced module associativity by the second one, but
critical pairs must now be computed between this rule and the associativity. This
gives the idempotency rule and its extensions
V‘Y  -5 f(XJ(X  2)) --f(X, Z),
vx, z, f(f(Z, W, X) --f(& X),
VX, f(X X)- x.
Unfortunately, there exist other superpositions modulo associativity between these
rules but up to now, there exists no practical way to complete this equational system.
So an open question remains the discovery of a finite set of metarules for that theory
(see, for instance, [52,54] for more details on associative and idempotent theories).
7. Equation solving with g-based schematizations
In this section we define the narrowing process with a schematization, which
allows solving equations when the usual narrowing process [15,30,31,49] diverges.
Actually, we will be able to handle two kinds of problems:
(1) Assume that we want to solve equations in an equational theory for which
an infinite convergent term-rewriting system is known. The usual process of narrow-
ing is sound and complete, but in practice unusable. But whenever it is possible to
find a sound and complete schematization for this infinite term-rewriting system,
then a complete set of solutions for any equation in this theory can be found, as
shown hereafter.
(2) The second kind of problems is again the divergence of the narrowing
procedure. As for the completion procedure, the process can diverge either in depth
or in breadth for equational narrowing. Then the process generates an infinite set
of goal rules [50] that can be split into sequences for which a metarule can be
found. The same notion of schematization may be applied, but it must be noticed
that now families of goal rules are schematized.
The two previous kinds of problems are actually handled in the uniform framework
of order-sorted terms. An order-sorted narrowing process applied to order-sorted
terms allows finding a set of order-sorted solutions, from which a complete set of
solutions of the initial equation to be solved is deduced, by instantiation of order-
sorted variables. So assume from now on that the equational theory described by
R” is schematized using a g-based schematization Y = (MR, W, -) of R” and that
all assumptions of Section 5.6 are satisfied.
Again we will use order-sorted concepts. Results about order-sorted unification
modulo a set of order-sorted equalities are given in [37,46].
Definition 7.1. Let T and T’ be two order-sorted terms in Y(Z”, MV). A P-order-
sorted unifier of T and T’ is an order-sorted application (T: MV -+ S(X”,  MV) such
that a(T) c$:‘I (T( T’).
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A complete set of r”-order-sorted unifiers of T and T’ is a set %.Y of Y-order-
sorted unifiers such that, for any Y-order-sorted unifier a, there exist a u E %Y and
a substitution p, satisfying VX E V(T) u Y( T’), o(X) = p(o(X)) (denoted LY =
P o a[UT)u VT’)l).
A (MR, Y’)-order-sorted unifier of T and T’ is an order-sorted application o
from MV to Y(Z’, MV) such that o( T)s$,~~,.” o( T’).
A complete set of (MR, r”)-order-sorted unifiers of T and T’ is a set %Y of
(MR, r”)-order-sorted unifiers such that for any (MR, r”)-order-sorted unifier a,
there exist a (TE %Y and a substitution p, satisfying
VXE  Y(T)u ‘I’(T’), a(X)#/3(o(X))
(denoted (Y $foP o ~1 v( T) u 7’“( VI).
With a sound schematization, an (MR, Y&order-sorted unifier is able to generate
an infinite family of R”-unifiers.
Lemma 7.2. Assume a sound L&based schematization of R” to be given with a set of
metarules MR and a schematization congruence -. If u is an (MR, I”)-order-sorted
unifier of T and T’, then, for any S-instantiation .$ of a(T) and u( T’),
[(o(T)) ++‘*R= 5(o(T’)).
Proof. If (T is an (MR, I’“)-order-sorted unifier of T and T’, then a(T) ~~~v,.~~
a( T’). Then applying Proposition 6.1, for any Sinstantiation 5 of o(T) and (T( T’),
((4 T)) c;‘*Rr ((4 T’)). 0
Let us now explain how to use order-sorted-narrowing and the order-sort d-
narrowing process to solve equations moduleR” on terms.
Definition 7.3. The order-sorted-narrowing relation with an equational order-sorted
term rewriting system (MR, P), denoted -, is defined on order-sorted terms by
Tmu,rr,(vy,~+D)  T'  8
l (V~?,G+D)EMR,
l u belongs to a complete set of Y-order-sorted unifiers of G and TJ,,
. T’ = a( T)[ u +- u(D)].
To solve an equation ( t == t’), where t and t’ are terms in T( F, V), the order-sorted
equation (.9(t) = = 9( t’)) is solved in 3(x“, MV). The order-sorted narrowing
process consists of generating all the possible order-sorted narrowing derivations
issued from (9(t) = = 9(t’)), until finding an equation on order-sorted terms for
which an order-sorted unifier modulo r” exists. From this derivation tree, a complete
set of solutions of the equation (t = = t’) can be found. More formally, we have the
following theorem.
Infinite sets of rewrite rules 3 2 1
Theorem 7.4. Assume a sound and complete g-based schematization of R” to be given.
Let us denote by (t = = t’) the equation to be solved, T,, = $a( t) and Tb = 9( t’). Let S
be the set of order-sorted substitutions o such that there exists a narrowing derivation
from (To = = Tb)
where T,, and TL are uni$able  modulo P, a belongs to a complete set of order-sorted
unifiers modulo r” of T, and Tk, and u = a 0 u, 0 . ’ .o CT,.  Then the set Z(S) defined
as (5 0 u 0 9, Vu E S, t/c C&instantiation of variables introduced by u} is a complete
set of R”-untjiers  oft and t’.
Proof. Order-sorted narrowing allows proving that S is a complete set of (MR, P)-
order-sorted solutions of (TO = = Tb). But u( T,,) =@~RUr~~~ u(Tb) implies that, for
a n y  g - i n s t a n t i a t i o n  5 of u( TO) a n d  u(T,$), .$(u(  To)) ez= [(a( Tb)), s o
‘34-a(t))) “ZX  ‘E(o(-a(t’))).
Now let LY be an R”-unifier of t and t’. But since the schematization is g-based,
sound and complete,
a(t) *zc a(t’) iff 4(a(4-‘(T,,)))  =*MR,,.‘~-a(~(~a’(Tb))),
Since S is a complete set of (MR, F’)-order-sorted solutions of (TO= = Tb), there
exist CT E S and /3 such that
p 0 fj- $ $>9 0 CI 0 ,a-‘[ ‘V( T,,) u 7’“( T;)].
Since 9( CY  (F’(X))) E Y for any X E V( TO) u V”( Tb) and since 9 is closed by
application of eFc>,thenP(u(X))E YandF’isa9-instantiationof4(a(.F’(X)))
and p(u(X)). Then according to Proposition 5.11, we get
~~‘op~u-a~4-‘[1”(T,)uZr(T;)].
Now, because of the definition of TO = 9(t) and T; = 9( t’),
F’opooo9-a[V(t)uV(t’)]
We thus get the result by noting that 4-l 0 p is a g-instantiation of the order-sorted
variables introduced by u. 0
This technique has been used successfully for solving equations in the signed-trees
theory [38].
A last example is aimed to illustrate the method.
Example 7.5. Let us consider the theory defined by the following axioms:
(x * z)+(a * z)=(x+a) * z,
(x*y)*z=x*(y*z),
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where “a” is a constant. Directed from left to right, these equalities generate an
infinite rewrite rule system, by completion, due to the superposition of associativity




This set can be schematized by choosing for - the equivalence modulo associativity,
with the metarule
(VX,Z:)TJ, (X*Z)+(a*Z)*(X+a)*Z).
Assume now that we want to solve the equation (x,+(x, * a) = = (a + a) * x2) in
this theory. The order-sorted narrowing process is applied to (X,+(X, * a) =
=(a+a) * X,) with (X,: IT\), (X2: IT]).
The order-sorted unification coincides here with unification modulo associativity,
which gives an infinite complete set of unifiers for the terms X,+(X2 * a) and
( X * Z ) + ( a * Z ) :
(T = {(X2 + a)(X,  - X * a)(Z * a),
(X, * a * a)(X,  +X * (a * a))(Z + a * a),
(X1- a * (a * a))(X, 4-X * (a * (a * a)))(Z + a * (a * a)), . . .}.
A new metavariable Y is then introduced, whose domain is the set of solutions of
the equation (X’ * a = = a * X’) modulo associativity. The corresponding set of
values for Y in the 9-instantiations is
S={a,  a *a, a * (a *a), a *(a *(a * a)), . .}.
The order-sorted narrowing relation applied to (X,+(X2* a) = = (a + a) * XJ
then gives the equation ((X + a ) * Y = = (a + a) * Y) with the substitution
(X, t Y)(X, CX * Y)(Z t Y). The substitution (X +-a) is an order-sorted
unifier of the two parts of this equation. We thus get the order-sorted solution
(X, +- a * Y)(X,  + Y), from which the following solutions are deduced:
{(Y +-a * a), (x t a),
( Y  +a *(a * a)), (x +- a * a),
(y +-a * (a * (a * a)),, (x +- a * (a * a)), . .}.
8. Conclusion
We propose here a notion of schematization well-adapted to the problem of
divergence in completion and completion-like processes, such as narrowing. The
notion of metarule was originally introduced in [41] and has already been widely
applied in [5,4]. A preliminary version of this work can be found in [42], but the
interpretation of rewriting with a schematization through order-sorted concepts has
been further developed here.
However some problems are not completely solved, such as how to discover
metarules. We used here a technique based on the generalization modulo an
equivalence relation - of an infinite sequence of rules, but this technique itself is
to be studied. A promising approach would be to relate discovering of metarules
with sufficient syntactic conditions allowing to predict the divergence of completion.
Order-sorted matching, unification and rewriting are available as soon as a
structure of order-sorted algebra can be defined. This structure relies upon the ability
to find a suitable schematization domain and to attribute a sort to each element of
the algebra. We have been able to find a “typing” process in the considered examples.
However, it would be interesting to study in general in which cases the sort of an
order-sorted term associated with a metaterm is (efficiently) decidable.
Several approaches in term-rewriting techniques have strong similarities with the
schematization formalism. The notion of rewriting in a g-based schematization is
very close to the rewriting relation used for handling exceptions with constrained
variables as described in [13]. There is also a close connection with the structured
contextual rewriting introduced in [48]. There are the same ideas of introducing
subsorts and special variables that can be substituted by terms in these subsorts.
Examples in [48], coming from nonfinitely-based specifications fall into the scope
of the schematization formalism. The work of Toyama [55] bout conditional
term-rewriting systems with membership conditions gives a result of confluence for
nonoverlapping metarules. Of course, a set of metarules can obviously be considered
as a conditional term-rewriting system of that kind. This is an interesting bridge
between standard rewriting and conditional rewriting that can be exploited to bring
a new light in this last research area. But we also feel that the concept of schematiz-
ation is important and can have many applications far beyond the scope of divergent
completion processes.
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